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2014: NEW HOPE OR DISAPPOINTMENT?
Dear Friends,
We are in the middle of our LIFE+ project
– the crossroad where we should start
to build an effective conservation strategy based on the evidence collected
in previous years. We need to find the
balance between urgent and long-term
measures to save the Egyptian Vulture
in the Balkans. A key stepping stone for
this is the trans-continental Flyway Action Plan for the species which will be
developed in 2014 and 2015.
2014 – What were the events of the
year? Two Anti Poison Dog Units in
Greece were created to urgently counteract to the widely spread problem
with poison baits. This is a zero year
for the agroecological payments in Bulgaria. One tagged juvenile, the only bird
to survive crossing the Mediterranean
in 2013, was killed in Niger for juju. In
Bulgaria and Greece there are four less occupied Egyptian Vulture territories than in 2013.

© Svetoslav Spasov

Further on in this issue you can find out if 1 082 Egyptian Vultures are enough for the Afar region, Ethiopia, and learn about the successful closure of the capacity building project in the main wintering grounds of the Balkan population. We will take you to Turkey to
observe 552 Egyptian Vultures flying over the region of Iskenderun during the autumn migration. Two cute chicks live in the camerafitted nest, and again we will introduce you to the beauty of two project sites – Kompsatos Valley in Greece and Studen Kladenets in
Bulgaria. Two people from the team will tell you how disappointing it is to find more and more empty territories each year, but they
will also share the recipe for keeping the hope alive and for persisting in giving their best for our cause every day. Last but not least,
we will tell you a fascinating story about the secret of the Egyptian Vulture and people’s happiness.
Enjoy reading!
Stoyan Nikolov
(Project Manager)
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GIVING HOPE FOR THE
EGYPTIAN VULTURES IN
THE BALKANS
Fundraising campaign.
The Egyptian vulture - the bird
species whose population
declines most rapidly among
birds of prey in Europe, needs
your support. It needs Guardians who can help it to return
to us safely.
You can help!
Help us by a donation at
www.LifeNeophron.eu.
© Svetoslav Spasov

“LIFE FOR THE EGYPTIAN VULTURE – INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION” FILM
Within the LIFE + project “The return of the
Neophron” a film was created, dedicated to
the importance of the international collaboration for the conservation of this globally endangered species.
Participating in the film are representatives
of environmental organizations from all Balkan countries, where the Egyptian vultures
still occurs: Bulgaria, Greece, FYROM, Albania and Turkey, as well as experts from the
UK and Sudan – a key wintering area of the
Balkan population.
Find the film at www.LifeNeophron.eu
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© Vladimir Dobrev

WHERE ARE THE EGYPTIANS? 			
by Vladimir Dobrev

In the spring of 2014 a decline of the species was recorded again
in Bulgaria and Greece with only 38 occupied territories (32 by
pairs and 6 by single birds). This result follows the general longterm trend of the species in the Balkans, even though in 2014 we
recorded the highest number of floaters in the last 5 years and we
observed 5 individual birds between 2 and 4 years of age. One of
them formed a pair in Northern Bulgaria. This gives us hope that
the battle is not lost yet and the struggle for the Egyptians has just
begun!

SAFE FOOD FOR THE EGYPTIAN VULTURES STUDY ON THE EGYPTIAN VULTURE DIET
by Vladimir Dobrev

by Vladimir Dobrev

In 2014 we continue to provide safe food for our Egyptian Vulture
pairs. This year a total of 15 pairs and one solitary bird benefit from
the delivered food. Also, we cooperate with a Bulgarian game reserve in the Eastern Rhodopes, where two more pairs come to
feed. Supplementary feeding is key as every single bird is important; the feeding sites provide safe food for the floaters as well.
The safe extra food is also very important at the moment when the
eggs hatch and the juveniles need food.

A long-term study on the Egyptian Vulture diet in Bulgaria and
Greece (data collected for 7 and 3 years, respectively) is to be
completed soon. The aim is to broaden our knowledge on diet
composition and diversity of the Balkan population, as well as to
look for differences between pairs and regions. The results will
contribute to a more effective supplementary feeding strategy in
the future.

ZERO YEAR FOR AGROECOLOGICAL PAYMENTS by Edita Difova
According to unofficial information from the end of 2013,
2014 would be a zero year for new agroecological contracts
due to insufficient finances under measure 214 Agroecological Payments of the Rural Development Programme (RDP)
2007-2013. A special clause could provide new finances
from the new launch of RDP but the Bulgarian Ministry of
Agriculture and Food (MAF) did not start the procedure.
Measure 213 NATURA 2000 Payments is active. MAF issued
an official statement on March 18, 2014, on the corrected
version of Regulation 11 from 2009 on agroecological payments, published in the Bulgarian State Gazette. It clearly
states that there will be no new agroecological contracts in
2014, and no expansions of areas of made contracts will be
realized. Farmers with existing contracts will have to submit
a ‘Payment Statement’ in 2014.
© Iordanka Goranova
Another correction of Regulation 11 was published in State Gazette on April 25: farmers with agroecological contracts from 2009 will
be able to continue with their contracts for their sixth year – 2014.
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Vulture stories

FILM STARS FOR A THIRD YEAR!
by Nikolai Teziev
The only camera for online observation of a wild
Egyptian Vulture nest in the world is broadcasting
for its third season!
This year the pair chose the same nesting niche as previously – the one our team fitted with a well-concealed
camera. The birds have already become parents of two
new hopes for the future of the species.
© Nikolai Terziev

The nest can be observed through our website: 		
www.LifeNeophron.eu

EGYPTIAN VULTURE ADOPTION TEAMS, 2ND YEAR: COMBATING POISON BAITS
by Alkis Kafetzis

In preparation for a good reproductive season for the Egyptian vultures, we have called to arms last year’s adoption teams who adopted
5 pairs in western Thrace, Greece. This year the teams will contribute to our efforts to address the problem of poison baits. We aim to
create videos, to construct wooden signs and to build wider support groups before the end of this school year.
© Joanna Barreira
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THE FIRST ANTIPOISON DOG UNITS IN THE BALKANS by Victoria Saravia
As we have mentioned many times in the previous issues of this Newsletter, poison baits are currently the
number one threat for the survival of the last pairs of
Egyptian Vultures in Greece. Dealing with this threat,
however, is not at all an easy task. The practice is deeply
rooted in the communities of rural Greece, but not only
there. The ultimate solution for this problem would be a
radical change in people’s attitude – a thing that obviously can’t be achieved overnight; quite the opposite. It
can take years but unfortunately Egyptian Vultures in our
country don’t have the luxury of time.
There are, however, alternative and innovative steps to
be taken that could help decrease the risk of poisoning
until the happy day comes when people stop using poisons in nature. We started implementing one of them in
Greece last March. Two units of specially trained dogs
are working in the areas of Meteora-Antichasia and Thrace. The dogs and their handlers are able to detect the presence of poison baits
and the dead bodies of poisoned animals in the wild. These are then collected and removed from the ecosystem, cutting short the chain
of death that a single poison bait placed in the wild can create. In a month-and-a-half’s time of work the units have found the striking
amount of 10 kg of poison baits and more than 10 dead poisoned animals, potentially preventing the death of countless other wildlife,
including our beloved Egyptian Vultures, together with a plenty of other protected species (Golden Eagles, Griffon Vultures, wolves,
bears, etc).
This method is already being implemented in other countries such as Spain, bringing highly positive results, so although it may seem
like the time of the Egyptian Vultures in the Balkans is running out, actions like these give rise to hope!
© Alexander Marinov-Sancho

THE INSULATION OF DANGEROUS PYLONS CONTINUES
by Vladimir Dobrev

The insulation of dangerous electricity pylons goes on!
In the Eastern Rhodopes another 25 pylons
were insulated with 21 more to go until the
end of June. Thus we will take care of the most
risky pylons in 4 Egyptian Vulture territories.
This activity is of key conservation significance
for many other bird species such as the endangered imperial eagle and the white stork.
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Study

WHAT ARE THE DISCOVERIES OF OUR
SURVEY IN ETHIOPIA? by Volen Arkumarev

WHAT HAS THE MIGRATION SURVEY IN
TURKEY REVEALED? by Steffen Oppel
No trend information exists for the population of the Egyptian
Vulture (Neophron percnopterus) in Western Turkey; it would
be very useful to find out whether the population is in such a
rapid decline as the Balkan population.
In September 2013 we explored the area around the Gulf of Iskenderun to establish whether long-term migration monitoring would
be possible in the area. We discovered that the small hills north of
© Petar Iankov

© Volen Arkumarev

Our study confirmed that the Afar region shelters the most significant recorded wintering congregation of Egyptian vultures in
Africa. A total of 1082 Egyptian vultures were counted, roosting
on 172 power-line poles and 4 communication towers along 618
km (384 mi.) of transects. The majority of the birds (96%) roosted
on safe types of poles. A comparison of our data with information
from the 1990s (a total of 1473 individuals counted for only 75 km
(47 mi.) of power lines; Sigismondi and Politano 1996) suggests
a decline in the numbers of wintering Egyptian Vultures in the
area over the last 15 years. Probably the most serious threat for
the Egyptian Vultures in the region is non-intentional poisoning. Poison baits with strychnine are widely used by Veterinary
Departments targeting stray dogs in Afar.
© Volen Arkumarev

the Gulf of Iskenderun were substantially better for migration observation than locations at the well-known Belen Pass. We counted 552 Egyptian Vultures with a peak between the 10th and 24th
September, and we recommend that long-term raptor monitoring
points be established at three sites near the villages of Sarimazi
and Selimiye. These observation points would likely cover the majority of Egyptian Vultures migrating along the eastern coast of
the Mediterranean, and in 10-years time they might provide some
valuable trend information about the Turkish population.
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Cooperation

SUCCESSFUL CLOSURE OF THE CAPACITY FLYWAY ACTION PLAN FOR THE EGYPBUILDING PROJECT IN AFRICA 			 TIAN VULTURE by Stoyan Nikolov
by Stoyan Nikolov

Capacity building training for conservationists working in the
wintering grounds of the Egyptian Vulture in Eastern Sahel was
implemented in 2013. The participants were introduced to current
information on the problems of the species; they were trained in
species-specific research and conservation methods in Africa.
Surveys were conducted on the numbers, ecology and limiting
factors in two of the main known wintering areas of the Balkan
population in Sudan and Chad, as well as in Ethiopia, where the
largest wintering roosting congregation of the species in Africa
is found. Two training seminars with a total of 32 conservationists from 11 countries (Albania, Bulgaria, Chad, Djibouti, Ethiopia,
FYROM, Greece, Somalia, Sudan, Turkey, and the United Kingdom)
were organized in Ethiopia and in Bulgaria to exchange experience and discuss on the urgent conservation actions needed. The
activities were supported by the CMS-Raptors MoU small-scale
project for capacity building in Africa (SSFA/CMSAD/2012/004)
and the LIFE+ project “The Return of the Neophron”.

An international workshop on the conservation of the Egyptian
Vulture populations in the Balkans, Central Asia and the Caucasian region will be held 22 – 25 February 2015 in Sofia, Bulgaria. Some 35 participants from 25 countries where the vultures
breed, migrate through and winter will be invited to discuss the
state and problems of the species together with the necessary
research and conservation actions for the species in the range
states. The main objective of the event is the development of a
Flyway Action Plan for the Egyptian Vulture.
The event is supported by the LIFE+ project “The Return of
the Neophron” funded by the European Commission and A. G.
Leventis Foundation, and by a small-scale funding agreement
(SSFA/CMSAD/2014/005) funded by the CMS-Raptors MoU.

© Stoyan Nikolov
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Expeditions

ILLEGAL TRADE IN ENDANGERED VULTURES PARTS UNCOVERED IN WEST AFRICA
New evidence for illegal trade in endangered vulture parts to feed the black magic market in Nigeria and Niger has been uncovered with the help of the partners of the LIFE+ project from Bulgaria and Greece and other partner organizations in Africa.
© Torsten Prohl

The illegal scheme, which involves traditional vulture hunters and
traders, was uncovered thanks to the Egyptian vulture, Paschalis,
who was killed in Niger. The vulture had been tagged with a satellite transmitter that allowed the unraveling of the illegal scheme.
This case is just one of many in the region between Nigeria and
Niger, where vultures and ravens are massacred in large numbers
for traditional “magic” ceremonies and rituals.

vulture was received on the 27th February 2014 from a place 140
km from the border with Nigeria. Next the signals received came
from a house in a small village. A few days later, the transmitter
was taken out to Nigeria.
The investigation was undertaken by partners of the LIFE+ project
with the support of the Sahara Conservation Fund (SCF) in Niger,

The satellite transmitters provide vital information about the vultures, which is necessary for their protection. In that case it has
also played an additional role: the modern tracking device provided
information on when and where the bird was killed.
The vulture that was killed hatched in Greece in 2013, when it was
given the name of Paschalis. Under the LIFE + project “The Return
of the Neophron” the bird was tagged with a satellite transmitter
in NE Greece. In the autumn, Paschalis successfully flew to Africa
and settled in the southern part of Niger. The last signal from the
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cial purpose in mind. According to data collected, the number of
vultures of all species that are killed with that purpose is massive
(hundreds of known cases in the last 10 years). During his last visit
only, the abovementioned hunter has killed eight vultures.
In Nigeria, vultures are perceived as a source of profit despite the
fact they are protected by law. The black market there is commonplace. However, the attitude of local communities towards vultures
in Niger is generally negative as it is considered to be a dirty and
ugly bird. There also exists a “moral code” that says that witchcraft
upon people is considered to be a crime. Therefore birds are not
used in Niger, but are exported to Nigeria where there is great demand for this bird for witchcraft purposes.

© Abdoulaye Harouna

and the AP Leventis Ornithological Research Institute (APLORI) in
Nigeria. They discovered that Paschalis had been killed by a traditional vulture hunter who regularly comes from Nigeria to Niger to
hunt. The aim is that the bird be sold to rich customers in Nigeria for
traditional “magic” ceremonies.
In the area that lies between Nigeria and Niger, Nigerian hunters
massacre large numbers of vultures and ravens with this commer-

In order to solve this serious problem, an integrated international
strategy for protection of vultures is urgently needed. The first
step toward this at local level is an education and awareness programme, something the Sahara Conservation Fund will be doing
in Niger, as well as detailed research into the black market in vulture parts in Nigeria by the AP Leventis Ornithological Research
Institute. At international scale, the LIFE+ project will coordinate
the development of Flyway Action Plan for the Egyptian vulture under the BirdLife network and the support of the Memorandum of
Understanding on the Conservation of Migratory Birds of Prey in
Africa and Eurasia (CMS/Raptors MoU), and actively encourage the
relevant countries to adopt the plan.

© Abdoulaye Harouna
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Living with the Egyptian Vultures

WHO AM I...
© Dimitar Gradinarov

Vanya Georgieva, Project Administrator, Bulgaria
As a kid I loved to read stories about wildlife. I first ‘met’ the Egyptian vulture
in a book. Back then I didn’t suspect that it lived in Bulgaria.
And today my work is directed at its survival. It’s behind a desk, true. With
documents. Not in the field, where you feel connected to nature with every
particle of your body. But every morning I go to the office believing that my
work provides the connecting link between all the activities in the project.
I clearly remember the moment when an Egyptian vulture flew directly above
our heads in the Eastern Rhodopes. And how I took a distant white stone for
a vulture in my excitement. Fun and inspiring moments which charge me to
do my best and to give a part of myself to the vultures every day. So that they
survive.

Tasos Bounas, Field Ornithologist, Greece
“If only I had more birds...” That’s my constant complaint when
I return from the field! Unfortunately the Egyptian Vulture population – once thriving in the highlands of Epirus, – is now dramatically reduced. Hence, living with the Egyptian Vultures is not
such an easy task. Apart from the exhausting days in the field one
also has to cope with the disappointment of finding yet another
territory empty. But there are still some birds out there, so I have
the opportunity to live with them and get to know their daily routine. And I have to say that I’m really glad that I am working for
the conservation of this amazing species.
I can only hope that all my efforts through the LIFE+ project “The
Return of the Neophron” will make some difference and that we
will still be able to enjoy the Egyptian Vultures flying in the skies
of Epirus in the years to come!

© Dimitris Vavylis
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SPA

STUDEN KLADENETS PROTECTED AREA (BG0002013) by Nikolai Terziev
Studen Kladenets PA is located in the Eastern Rhodope Mountains, South Bulgaria; it includes the reservoir of the same name
and the cliffs in the Arda River Valley.
The slopes around the reservoir are covered in broad-leaf forests

of oak, hornbeam, Christ’s thorn, white jasmine and a variety of
grasses. The picturesque rock formations and the mild climate
are ideal for many plant and animal species. There are glassnake,
Aesculapian snake, Hermann’s and spur-thighed tortoise, blackeared wheatear, Sardinian warbler, black stork, wolf, hare, beech
marten, wildboar etc. The game reserve Studen Kladenets on the southern shore of the reservoir holds a
substantial population of fallow deer,
too.
In Studen Kladenets PA there are
219 species of birds; 59 are included
in the Bulgarian Red Data Book, and
103 are of European conservation
concern.
The region has global importance as
a representative area of the Mediterranean biome and one of the most important areas for the protection of the
black, griffon and Egyptian vultures,
the stone curlew and the eagle owl.

© Dimitar Gradinarov

KOMPSATOS VALLEY – THE BEAUTY OF ISOLATED AND INACCESSIBLE NATURE
by Dora Skartsi

Low oak woodland covers the steep slopes; streams run down
them to join the main watercourse of Kompsatos River. In the
northern part of the valley, near the Bulgarian border, majestic
cliffs rise; among them – the Thracian Meteora, the biggest of
all, with impressive formations and wildlife presence. Here nest
the Griffon Vulture, the Lesser
Kestrel and the only pair of © M. Burs
Egyptian Vultures in the entire
valley. Lower down in the valley White-tailed Eagles, Lesserspotted Eagles, Short-toed Eagles, Honey Buzzards and Black
Storks nest too.
Scattered Pomak settlements
can be found along the rocky

11

forest roads , but most of them are in ruins. A few repaired old
houses are used as summer residences by the shepherds who
bring their livestock from the lowland villages to the mountain
in spring. Livestock breeding is the main livelihood in the valley,
and it also supports the vultures and large eagles. However, the
extremely high number of goats
has led to degradation of forest
vegetation and ground erosion
which result in landslides and
floods in the lowland areas.
Choosing sheep and cattle over
goats would help conserve the
forest vegetation and – by reducing soil erosion – traditional
livestock breeding practices
too.
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Fun

THE EGYPTIAN VULTURE AND THE KINGDOM OF SPARKS by Nikolai Terziev
Once upon a time, a long time ago, a big misfortune came upon the Kingdom of Sparks. The King’s only daughter, Generosity,
was struck by an unknown illness and passed away. Some say it was grief, others – that she inhaled impure air; one way or
the other, her energy was put out, and together with it died her father’s joy of life. The whole Kingdom of Sparks withered. And
to make matters worse, the illness soon spread out and started taking the subjects of the Kingdom as its victims. The more
sparks died, the less the strength of their fire.
A terrible threat hung over the kingdoms of men…
At this time Amenhotep the Pharaoh was great
ruler of Egypt and supreme priest of Amun. He
was wise and just but it was hard to take decisions alone on all the deeds in his vast lands.
Therefore he relied upon the other priests for
counsel on the most urgent matters. He had
asked their opinion again, and was now listening to their words with great attention. The
Great Nile was high with water, the granaries
were stocked with grain, the cattle grew in
numbers, the people were rich and there had
been peace and prosperity for a hundred years.
Regardless of all that, however, the people
were unhappy and no one knew the reason.
With wisdom befitting a ruler of the old times,
the Pharaoh noticed the fire in their hearths
had changed recently. It still burned but yielded
no joy, nor warmth, nor comfort in their homes.
‘This must be the reason for our unhappiness,’
thought the ruler and wondered how he could
solve the riddle. As he sat wondering in his palace, they say a beautiful white bird flew from
the blue skies onto his windowsill. It was an
Egyptian Vulture, sent by the mother-goddess
Mut. O how pleased was the Pharaoh by that
omen! He immediately asked of the vulture to
find out where the men’s unhappiness came
from and how he could help his people. The
bird accepted the quest. It bowed before the
Pharaoh and flew away.
Find out what happens next on 		
www.LifeNeophron.eu

© Yana Kazakova
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